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BIO
"Funky"
"Poetic"

"Complex"
"Forward thinking"

"Outside the box"
"Bad Mothers"

Having been featured on NPR, Yahoo, MIC.com, SiriusXM, TED Talks and more, DDAT has been described in the aforementioned

terms for good reason. Blending national touring artist Def-i's intelligent, poetic lyrics and hip hop style with the hard-

driving instrumental fire of award-winning trumpet player Delbert Anderson, the deep funk of international touring artist and

drummer Nicholas Lucero, and the intellectually explorative and expanding groove of Mike McCluhan on bass, DDAT has carved its

own path with high desert-forged influences and world-class musicianship.

DDAT is just at home in an intimate venue as it is on a festival stage, as the past several years have proven. The group has burned

up smaller clubs, but it also has taken part in such memorable international collaborations as its concert with Mongolian master

throat singer Baatarjav Erdene Tsogt. It has played beautiful theaters throughout the U.S. and Canada, while performing in high-

profile outdoor settings such as the Taos Vortex Festival, the Ridgecrest Petroglyph Festival, ¡Globalquerque!. DDAT also has been

featured at TED X and performed its trademark "DDAT Suite" with a full wind symphony at Eastern New Mexico State University.

Regardless of the setting, DDAT consistently delivers memorable performances with literally no boundaries.

In addition to a fiery, fun, hard-driving live show, DDAT has worked with several national arts foundations to offer an educational

program that can be tailored to workshops and presentations for elementary, collegiate or professional level musicians. DDAT has

performed in venues ranging from schools, rehab centers, women's shelters and schools to literally the edge of civilization with its

message of hope, positivity and personal development through music and the arts.



DDAT is a band that celebrates the rich mix of cultures found in the high deserts of 
New Mexico. Driven by each member’s personal influence and ethnicity, DDAT 

delivers traditional yet original sounds of the Southwest. DDAT fuses jazz, funk, hip-
hop and soul with Southwest flavors.

Notable Performances/Tours:

Andre Bouchard | Agent

Crystal Bridge Museum

USA

Alaska Tour

Meowwolf Taos Vortex 
Festival

USA

Globalfest ABQ

Mesa Arts Center

USA

Imagine There’s No 
Hunger Benefit Concert

Jim Pepper Jazz Festival

USA

Music is Medicine Tour
USA USA USA CAN

Vision Maker Film 
Festival

USA

Santa Fe Film Festival

USA

Jazz Outpost

USA

West Coast 101 Tour

USA

Meow Wolf Santa 
Fe

USA

Petroglyph Festival

USA
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Smithsonian American Indian Magazine Feature Winter 2019 

2018 TedxABQ Music Presenter        

2017 Yahoo/Mic.com Feature        

2017 Top Ten Honorable Mention NPR

Features/Awards:

DDAT 11 Tracks

Album:

Arrangements for Band/Orchestra:

Teaching Experience: 

Delbert Anderson | Jazz director and private lesson instructor San Juan College - Farmington, NM 

Nicholas Lucero | Drums and private lesson instructor San Juan College - Farmington, NM 

Mike McCluhan | Guitar and private lesson instructor San Juan College - Farmington, NM

DDAT Suite - 3 Movement Arrangement for Band and DDAT

Educational Outreach:

Native American Fusion Music - Collaboration Workshop  Life Changes - Improvisational Workshop        

Music is Medicine - Suicidal Prevention Workshop Becoming the Best - Creative Writing Workshop     

Follow Your Dreams - Motivational Workshop Accomplish Your Goals - Self Evaluation Workshop
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We trust the in-house engineers. DDAT does not travel with its own sound engineer. A professional, pleasant, experienced,

English-fluent sound-engineer is requested to assist the band for sound check and performance. Please feel free to contact us if you

have any questions.

DDAT Tech Rider

Delbert Anderson is a Cannonball Artist. As such, Delbert will typically travel with his signature model horn. If, for some reason, his 

horn is unavailable, a Yamaha Xeno with a 1.5C mouthpiece, a Bach Stradivarius with a 1.5C or an equivalent professional model 

horn with a medium bore, reverse leadpipe are acceptable. 

Pedal: Line 6 HD 400 - XLR or quarter inch going to mains.

(2) Mics: Royer R-122 Ribbon Mic - Picking up Trumpet Acoustic Sound 

SM-57 Mic - Picking up Digital Effects (from pedal)

TRUMPET (Delbert Anderson): 

Def-I will require a wireless microphone for stage performance. If possible, he will travel with his own wireless set up, but it’s 

preferable for the venue to provide a digital wireless system with fresh batteries.  

Wireless Mic: Shure Beta 58A wireless system is preferred.

VOCALS (Def-I):

Mike prefers an upright bass. Due to the size of the instrument, travel with one is difficult, so we rely on venues to help source an 

instrument. If an upright is unavailable, an electric Fender Jazz or equivalent is also considered but certainly not preferred.

Bass amp:  Gallien Krueger or Phil Jones or Ampeg amp with head, with Bag End cabinet or equivalent. Preferably four 10-inch 
speakers.

BASS (Mike McCluhan): 

Nicholas is an endorsed artist for Stone Custom Drums and will travel with his drums when possible.

DRUMS (Nicholas Lucero): 

Drum Sizes 

Bass Drum: 18” x 16” or 20” x 16”  - Rack Tom-Tom(s): 10”,12” - Floor Tom(s):14”  - Snare Drum: 14” x 5” ½ - preferably Brass or

equivalent metal shell.

Hardware 

Cymbal Stands (2) Boom (1) Straight 1 Hi-Hat Stand 1 Foot Pedal (1) Throne (Roc-N-Soc or Motorcycle Seat style preferred)

Brands & Models 

1. Yamaha™/ Maple Custom

2. Sonor™/ Designer Series 

3.Gretsch™/ USA Custom/Brooklyn Series

4. DW™/ Classics or Jazz Series

*** All drum heads must be coated Remo® coated or Evans® coated heads – Free of Dents and Abuse***



Cymbals: 

Nicholas  is an endorsed Bosphorus Cymbals Artist and will typically travel with his own cymbals – 14” Lyric Series Hi Hats, 

21” Riveted Lyric Series Crash Ride, 23” Lyric Series ride– if for some reason his cymbals are unavailable – equivalent cymbal 

models and sizes are acceptable. Preferable Zildjian K or K custom series or equivalent style.

Mics:  Drum mics: Kick: 1 RE 20 +Snare: 1 SM57 +2 overhead mics: SM81 or MKH-50 

MONITORS : 
4 monitors with independent mixes, volumes and EQ for each instrument. 

BOARD : 
Any professional board that will meet all monitor requirements + professional reverb (Lexicon, Yamaha). 

PA – SPECIFICATIONS : 
Only a professional, at least 2 way active system is accepted. We prefer systems by Meyer (USA) and d&b Audio (Germany). 

The PA should be configured in STEREO. The choice, size and setup of the PA system has to guarantee even coverage, a 

linear frequency response and sufficient dynamic response (110 dB) over the whole audience area. 

Balconies require additional (rigged) systems, all stages will need front fills. 

LIGHTS : 
We rely on the expertise and equipment available at each venue.  We require no specific lighting cues, but would like to be 

informed prior to the show of general lighting conditions. 

STAGE PLOT:  Drums - Rear Center, Trumpet - Stage Left, Bass - Stage Right, Vocals - Front Center.

Diamond Tight Setup



DDAT Quotes:
“The Delbert Anderson Trio has performed at the annual Jim Pepper Native Arts Festival twice, and we look forward to seeing 
them back in Portland again as DDAT. They have developed their own sound, and their versatility enabled them to close out 
our 2015 festival improvising a set backing spoken word artist Avotcja Jiltinilro. The band has always been easy to work with, 
make for great interviews and have a generous spirit. Very highly recommended.”
Sean C. – Jim Pepper Festival Coordinator / President

“Culturally enriching and technically superb, DDAT provided a memorable and wildly engaging performance. The interaction 
with the audience was something that you don't see in this day and age. The integration of rap and jazz was indescribable. We 
have had so many rave reviews from our attendees at the festival and we are using DDAT as a headline performer at this year's 
festival. If you want someone to wow the crowd and get your feet tapping and a smile on your face, this is the group for you.”
Doug L. – Ridgecrest Petroglyph Festival Coordinator

“Awesome musicianship. That's what was great about their performance. It wasn't just an emcee with backing band. All the 
players were equals, making the show much more interesting and engaging than many hip hop groups.”
Chris M. – AMP Concerts / ¡Globalquerque! Festival Coordinator

“Not only was the band excellent and very entertaining, but the band members are wonderful individuals.”
-Beth H. – TED X Director



DDAT

DDAT is a multicultural musical group. Drawing from each member's interests and cultural background, DDAT combines all those traits 

to give audiences a sound no one has ever heard before. Its modern sound not only attracts listeners, but tells a story and serves as a 

great tool for educational activities.

Trumpeter Delbert Anderson (Navajo/Dine) brings early Native American melodies to DDAT's sound. He has studied the earliest 

recordings of Navajo Spinning songs and introduced them to the band's music. The application of such study leads to the preservation 

of Navajo Spinning songs in a contemporary way. With the music being based on a minor pentatonic scale (five notes), it's very easy to 

establish a connection with listeners. Studies have demonstrated that every human being is born with an inherent understanding of the 

pentatonic scale, making it universal. DDAT uses theses special features to expand its outreach and test the boundaries of early Native 

American music.

Lyricist Christopher Mike-Bidtah (Dine/Hispanic), a.k.a. Def-i, brings spoken word and poetry styles to DDAT's performances. While 

relating his early-childhood stories, as well as his life struggles and achievements as a Dine rapper, Christopher conveys a positive 

message in poetry form. Chris cites his life experiences as a mentoring tool for all listeners. Chris carries DDAT's positive message to 

expected lengths, especially in regard to young people.

Percussionist Nicholas Lucero (Hispanic) supports DDAT using his cultural drumming techniques and personal influences. Lucero studied 

early Latin American Jazz drumming at an early age. Learning funk/groove techniques from professional jazz musicians and Latin 

percussion styles from his ancestors, Lucero developed rhythms that are most popular with today's music while using his Latin 

influences to flare and preserve beats of his Hispanic culture.

Bassist Mike McCluhan (Irish/European) provides the foundation of DDAT using the bass lines of Western harmonies. McCluhan has 

studied Western harmonies along with Irish folk songs to provide modern bass lines for DDAT. With those influences, McCluhan helps 

keeps every musical piece palatable to the band's listeners. McCluhan's personal influences are derived from the jam band era, which 

opens his style to a great deal of improvisation.

DDAT stands alone in combining all these elements, but what really helps it capture its audience is its ability to improvise. Improvisation is 

one skill all its members have in common with each other and the cultures from which they have emerged. The early ancestors of DDAT 

band members developed improvisational skills from culture shocks, struggles and conflicts. Today, DDAT uses improvisation to 

convey its cultural heritage through music. The group also achieves unity by sharing those histories with each other. Despite their cultural 

differences, the members of DDAT show the world that unity can be accomplished through music.


